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Hurdle rates are typically greater than the cost of capital of the business1

The hurdle rate delta can be very large; hurdle rates could be five or more percentage points 
higher than the cost of capital3

2

The hurdle rate delta has increased over the years because hurdle rates have been sticky 
while the cost of capital has been declining4

There is no apparent economic reason for a higher hurdle rate delta. Most firms have been 
loath, however, to lower the hurdle rate because of “temporarily low interest rates”5

The di�erence between the hurdle rate and the cost of capital (henceforth “hurdle rate delta”) 
captures the management imperative to create value by taking on projects that earn more than 
the cost of capital. It also compensates for biases that may inflate a project’s cash flow forecast

Source: J.P. Morgan

1. Time to lower hurdle rates?
Despite the recent run-up in rates, about two-thirds of government bonds worldwide still trade 
at nominal yields below 1%. Global interest rates undoubtedly remain near historic lows and 
what increases have been observed recently have been offset by lower risk premia. With global 
quantitative easing, central banks worldwide have been hoping to induce firms to invest by 
virtue of a lower cost of capital. Unfortunately, one of the most vexing aspects of this prolonged 
low interest rate environment is that record low interest rates have largely not impacted capital 
allocation policies by means of lower hurdle rates.1 

Firms typically evaluate investments based on whether their expected returns exceed a target 
hurdle rate, and not their cost of capital. Our survey of more than 100 financial executives, 
portfolio managers and academics suggests that a significant majority of these survey 
participants believe the cost of equity dropped by approximately 2% in the post-financial crisis 
period. In contrast, more than half of those surveyed believe that firms have not lowered their 
hurdle rates. Our dialogues with many large firms confirm that they tend to not change hurdle 
rates often or easily.

Interestingly, although hurdle rates played a role in the allocation of over $34tn of capital over 
the last five years, little is known about them. In Figure 1 below, we summarize some of the key 
facts on hurdle rates. 

Figure 1

Hurdle rates: Key facts

1  For further reading on the connection between interest rates and hurdle rates, please see our report Bridging the gap between 
interest rates and investments: Understanding the weak links between interest rates, cost of capital, hurdle rates and capital allocation, 
located at https://www.jpmorgan.com/directdoc/JPMorgan_CorporateFinanceAdvisory_InterestRatesAndInvestments.pdf 

EXECUTIVE TAKEAWAY

The cost of capital, and by extension hurdle 
rates, are key corporate decision making 
factors. They drive valuation, performance 
assessment, and investment decisions. 
Despite years of low rates and lower cost of 
capital, many firms have not revised their 
hurdle rates downward. We think the time 
is ripe for a thorough review and potential 
lowering of hurdle rates.
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2.  Capital allocation worldwide: $34tn and less than one 
third going to shareholders

Through the last five years, large firms around the world have allocated roughly $34tn of capital. 
Notably, this figure is limited to large publicly-traded firms. Thus the total capital allocation, 
including private- and government-owned entities, is likely to be significantly higher.2 Of this 
$34tn, $20tn was allocated to capex and R&D. To put $20tn in perspective, the GDP of the U.S. 
was about $18.6tn over the last 12 months. Some public concern has been expressed that firms 
are not investing enough for growth and returning too much to shareholders. Global data in 
Figure 2, however, suggests that less than one third of capital is being returned to shareholders.

Figure 2

In just the last five years, large global firms have allocated over $34tn of capital

2  The analysis is based on publicly traded firms around the world with a market capitalization of at least USD 2.5bn

$34tn
of capital

 

43%
Capex

10%
R&D

16%
M&A

20%
Dividends

11%
Buybacks

~70% to growth initiatives ~30% returned to shareholders

Source: J.P. Morgan, Bloomberg, FactSet
Note: Sample set includes publicly traded firms with market cap greater than USD 2.5bn; M&A figure includes both cash and 
stock consideration estimated by calculating the weighted average percentage of cash paid as M&A consideration each year 
from 2011 through 2015 and implying the aggregate stock-based consideration
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EXECUTIVE TAKEAWAY

Hurdle rates have been used to allocate 
nearly $34tn of capital over the last five 
years, yet often garner little scrutiny from 
decision-makers. Given the critical role of 
hurdle rates in capital allocation decisions, 
and the persistent low rate environment, 
senior executives and boards should 
proactively review and revise their overall 
and segment hurdle rates regularly.

Capital tends first to go to growth initiatives (capex, R&D, M&A), after which excess capital is 
returned to shareholders via dividends and buybacks. In theory, growth investments sit at the top 
of the capital allocation waterfall and all investments should be assessed on their merits relative 
to realistic hurdle rates each year. In practice, however, a lot of rigidity is built into the system:

• Hurdle rates are sticky and unrealistically high given today’s growth and rate environment

• There is the perception that cash flow forecasts are inflated

• Firms often allocate capex and R&D based on previous year’s capex and R&D numbers or ratio 
relative to cash flow rather than the specific returns relative to the hurdle rate

• Companies often return capital to shareholders based on previous year’s dividend and 
buyback commitments rather than based on the merits of new projects 

This overall backdrop makes it imperative for firms to revisit their capital allocation procedures, 
with a particular focus on their hurdle rate.
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3.  Why firms are reluctant to lower their hurdle rates 
Many senior decision makers have been reluctant to lower their hurdle rates based on what 
they perceive as temporarily low interest rates. Concern has typically surrounded making  
30-year capital investment decisions based on rates that are abnormally low due to central bank 
monetary policy. This concern is mitigated by many factors:

• Rates have defied expectations and been low for over seven years now (Figure 3), so the term 
“temporarily low interest rates” no longer applies

• Firms can lock in the current low cost of capital by accessing long-term funds

• A rising rate environment is often associated with a lower market risk premium, which would 
mitigate the impact of rising base rates on the cost of capital

Figure 3

Interest rates have consistently defied collective expectations that they would rise
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EXECUTIVE TAKEAWAY

The notion that interest rates are only 
temporarily low has made executives wary 
of lowering hurdle rates for long-term 
investment projects. This premise is unsound 
because, at the very minimum, firms can 
lock in today’s low cost of capital through 
long-term financing. Further, contrary to 
expectations, rates have continued to decline 
since the crisis. We may therefore be in a low 
rate paradigm, necessitating a downward 
revision of hurdle rates. Finally, even a 100-
200bps rate increase would likely still keep 
the cost of capital significantly below currently 
very high hurdle rates.
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4.  Investors, executives and academics generally agree 
that the cost of equity has fallen

There is little debate about the fact that the cost of debt declined over the last few years. There 
is more debate, however, about the cost of equity, or the return investors expect to receive on 
investments made in the equity markets. To obtain a broader perspective on trends in the cost 
of equity, we surveyed over one hundred investors, corporate executives, and academics.3 
Respondents were generally in agreement that the expected return for equities (i.e., the 
cost of equity) is lower today than it was five years ago (Figure 4). The degree of unanimity 
among survey participants was particularly pronounced among executives and investors. Most 
felt that the cost of equity decreased 1.5–3 percentage points over the last five years.

Figure 4

Survey of investors, executives and academics indicates the cost of equity has declined

Interestingly, despite the apparent decrease in the cost of equity, and by extension, the cost of 
capital more generally, only a minority of executives believed that corporate hurdle rates 
had fallen. This apparent contradiction may not be purely due to corporate inertia, but could 
rather reflect the view that interest rates may quickly rise, thereby negating the recent decline 
in the cost of equity. Senior decision makers hesitate to commit to major long-term projects with 
what they believe could be a temporarily lower cost of capital. This view is shared by investors 
and academics—over half of these survey participants expected the cost of equity to rise in the 
coming years. More precisely, five years from now, academics estimate the cost of equity to be 
about 1% higher than it is today.

How does the cost of equity today compare to 5 years ago? Other survey findings:

EXECUTIVES

2%
MEDIAN CHANGE

75%
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90%
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58%
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25%
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10%
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33%
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0 %
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8 %
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1%
MEDIAN CHANGE

INVESTORS

ACADEMICS

Less than half of 
executives believed 
hurdle rates had fallen

Over half of investors 
expected the cost of equity 
to rise in the next few years 

5 years from now, academics 
pegged the cost of equity to 
be ~1% higher than today

Source: J.P. Morgan, Survey of Executives, Institutional investors and Finance academics
Note: Survey as of May 2016

3  For other recent investor perspectives, please see our report Wiser by the Dozen: Investor perspectives on dividends 
and share buybacks, located at https://www.jpmorgan.com/directdoc/JPMorgan_CorporateFinanceAdvisory_
InvestorPerspectivesDividendsShareBuybacks.pdf 
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The results were generally similar within most subsets of respondents. One clear standout, 
however, was the responses from executives of energy firms, who nearly unanimously 
indicated that, at least for them, the cost of equity had increased in the last few years. Not 
surprisingly, investors expressed a similar sentiment; they generally ranked the energy sector 
as one of those with the highest expected return (cost of equity) today.

EXECUTIVE TAKEAWAY

J.P. Morgan surveyed investors, executives 
and academics on issues related to the 
cost of equity. The consensus view is that 
the cost of equity of firms had fallen about  
two percentage points in recent years.  
Despite this view, most believe that firms 
have not lowered hurdle rates, leading to an 
increasing disconnect between hurdle rates 
and cost of capital.
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4  Assumes the perpetuity value assumption that value = cash flow/(WACC – g), where g is the perpetuity growth assumption.  
The 25%-40% range is based on 0%-3% perpetuity growth sensitivity 

5  Despite expectations, as of a year ago, for 7% EPS growth in 2016, S&P 500 firms have delivered growth of -5% year-to-date

5. What is the right “hurdle rate delta”?
The cost of capital for a typical firm has fallen from slightly below 9.5% in 2000 to 7% today. For 
such a firm, a hurdle rate of 12% (corresponding to a hurdle rate delta of around 2.5%) may 
not have been out of place in 2000. The static hurdle rate of 12% would, however, lead to 
an unusually high hurdle rate delta of 5% today (Figure 5). If a 2% or 3% hurdle rate delta 
was appropriate 15 years ago, would it not still be appropriate today? A 250 bps differential 
also has significant value implications: the difference between a 12% and 9.5% hurdle rate is 
equivalent to being able to bid 25%–40% more for an asset in an acquisition context.4

Equally as important as the hurdle rates are the underlying cash flows used to evaluate a future 
project or investment. Higher hurdle rate deltas often reflect inherent management uncertainty 
in cash flow forecasts. While some uncertainty is natural, a review of hurdle rates should also 
evaluate the forecasting process to minimize unrealistic assumptions and standardize the 
approach. This is even more important in a world that continues to struggle to find consistent 
growth.5 Given the rising hurdle rate delta and the perception that firms may not achieve  
their growth targets, it is crucial for firms to reassess the robustness of their hurdle rate relative 
to a market-driven cost of capital and review the full capital allocation process to ensure the 
right investments are being pursued.

Figure 5

Static hurdle rates lead to a widening “hurdle rate delta” when the cost of capital declines
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in 2000. The same hurdle rate would, however, lead to a 
sub-optimally high hurdle rate delta of 5% today

Source: J.P. Morgan, Bloomberg 
Note: A generic firm is assumed to have a corporate marginal tax rate of 35%, BBB S&P credit rating, beta equal to 1.00, leverage 
ratio of 25%, and market risk premium equal to the average of the historical and implied market risk premiums for each year

EXECUTIVE TAKEAWAY

Anecdotal evidence indicates that many firms 
have held their hurdle rates constant through 
the recent economic cycle. For a typical firm, 
this may have led to a widening of the hurdle 
rate delta from close to 2–3% in 2000 to 5% 
in 2015. This should lead firms to introspect: 
“If 2–3% was the right hurdle rate delta 15 
years ago, why is it 5% now? Is it finally time 
to lower my hurdle rate?” If uncertainty in 
cash flow forecasts remains a justification for 
a higher delta, then the methodology for cash 
flow estimation should be reviewed as well.
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EXECUTIVE TAKEAWAY

Firms should re-evaluate their hurdle rates 
as well as their cash flow forecasting process. 
While not all firms have seen their cost of 
capital decline, using an outdated hurdle rate 
that doesn’t reflect today’s low rate and low 
growth environment could lead to severe 
misallocation of capital.

6. Hurdle rate action plan
Investor consensus is that the cost of equity has fallen approximately two percentage points in 
the post-crisis period. In contrast to this investor perspective, many firms have not lowered their 
hurdle rates to reflect the persistent low rate/low growth environment.6

Not using an appropriate hurdle rate may lead to under- or over-investment or to significant 
misallocation of capital. We propose the following action plan:

• Elevate the level of dialogue: A firm’s view on its hurdle rates has a number of firm wide 
implications from capital structure and shareholder distribution policies to risk management 
and organic/inorganic growth objectives. Firms should ensure that senior executives and 
board members carefully evaluate all relevant issues

• Have the discussion and revisit hurdle rates: Despite most firms indicating that their cost 
of equity has fallen, a majority of executives surveyed believe firms have not lowered their 
hurdle rates. An artificially high hurdle rate may preclude a firm from capitalizing on value-
creating opportunities

• Re-assess cash flow forecasting methodologies and processes: Management teams often 
use inflated hurdle rates to offset what they believe are inflated cash flow forecasts. Senior 
executives can improve the capital allocation process by reassessing the firm’s cash flow 
projection methods. How realistic are the predictions for future growth, given the historic 
track record as well as today’s economic growth?

• Capitalize on potentially premium valuations: In this low-rate environment, dividend-
oriented firms with stable cash flows continue to be in favor. Equity investors have 
been flocking to dividend-oriented stocks. As these firms also tend to have more debt 
capacity, they have benefited from record low cost of debt. Firms with such attributes, 
or firms that have divisions with such attributes, should identify all ways to capitalize on  
this environment

• Evaluate specific conditions: The cost of capital may have trended downwards for the 
majority of firms, but it may have ramped up for some smaller natural resources, retail and 
healthcare firms. Overall, firms should not apply a one-size-fits-all policy to projects with 
different risk and maturity profiles

6  For further recent perspectives on the current low growth environment, please see our report Corporate finance post-Brexit: 
Financial policies for a lower growth, more uncertain environment, located at https://www.jpmorgan.com/directdoc/JPMorgan_
CorporateFinanceAdvisory_CorporateFinancePostBrexit.pdf

https://www.jpmorgan.com/directdoc/JPMorgan_CorporateFinanceAdvisory_CorporateFinancePostBrexit.pdf
https://www.jpmorgan.com/directdoc/JPMorgan_CorporateFinanceAdvisory_CorporateFinancePostBrexit.pdf
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stated, any views or opinions expressed herein are solely those of the 
authors listed, and may differ from the views and opinions expressed by 
J.P. Morgan’s Research Departments or other departments or divisions 
of J.P. Morgan and its affiliates. 

RESTRICTED DISTRIBUTION: Distribution of these materials is permitted 
to investment banking clients of J.P. Morgan. Distribution of these 
materials to others is not permitted unless specifically approved 
by J.P. Morgan. These materials are for your personal use only. 
Any distribution, copy, reprints and/or forward to others is strictly 
prohibited. Information has been obtained from sources believed 
to be reliable but J.P. Morgan does not warrant its completeness or 
accuracy. Information herein constitutes our judgment as of the date of 
this material and is subject to change without notice. Actual events or 
conditions are unlikely to be consistent with, and may differ materially 
from, those assumed. Accordingly, actual results will vary and the 
variations may be material. 
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U.S. Commodity Exchange Act. Questions regarding swap transactions 
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